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• Due to organizational changes at the business level (M&A, Divestures, Reorg) and/or 

evolution from past AD domain deployment philosophies (proliferation of domains: 

separate domains for each geographic location or separate domains for each 

department…etc.), multiple disparate AD domains and forests and other LDAP directories 

have sprouted up over time.

• Companies are moving toward a consolidated identity and directory model to achieve the 

goals of:

– improved security model

– simplified management

– cost reduction (avoiding high maintenance/support/licenses)

– regulatory compliance

– migration to the Cloud

Overview



The AD World for many large and medium enterprises: a fragmented 

world of forests and domains
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The new requirements for your identity infrastructure: access for 

federation and legacy apps



A physical consolidation of AD alleviates some of your access 

challenges…



But the cost is high in terms of migration, network organization, and 

management
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And despite the costs, this solution cannot satisfy many 

other use cases 

?
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A better approach for federation and access: 

A consolidated, federated view(s) of Identity based on virtualization 

(aka VDS)



• Inventory existing directories, not only LDAP, AD, 

but SQL, and API’s (schema, hierarchy, data model)

RadiantOne Federated Identity Solution: The Process
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• Inventory existing directories (schema and hierarchy)

• Inventory existing client application requests

• Model desired target directory

– Multiple views of data to accommodate many different 

client applications

• Provide a highly scalable storage (HDAP)

RadiantOne Federated Identity Solution: The Process



• Understand how each existing directory is structured (and 

what information is in each)

Consolidation Process
Understand Existing Hierarchies
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• Use modeling tool to design target AD hierarchy

Details:

Model Desired Target AD



Addressing Challenges Around Groups
Same User/Different Groups



Addressing Challenges Around Groups
Same Group Names



• The RadiantOne Federated Identity Service is made of 

two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Used for analysis, design and integration

• In-place directory migration: Remapping and caching the 

original directory

– A storage layer 

• HDAP, RadiantOne Big data directory a Full LDAP V3 

directory

– Based on big data technologies (stand alone node or cluster)

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

– Minimal maintenance fees relative to legacy LDAP directories

Implementation
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HDAP: the RadiantOne Big Data directory 

A Full LDAP V3 directory



Federation and user provisioning: a modern approach

• User Provisioning Today

– Today’s provisioning solutions don’t go far 

enough in terms of “cleaning/correlating” 

identities. They didn’t invest enough in 

normalizing the systems.
– Focus on provisioning to internal/legacy systems 

today, not cloud applications.

• RadiantOne Orchestration

– Provisioning systems could request the reference 

image from the RadiantOne Federated Identity 

Service (FID) and then push this image to cloud

applications.

– The FID could be used as the “universal 

connector” to cloud apps that provisioning 

systems don’t offer connectors to out-of-the-box.

– Offering change detection.



RadiantOne Federated Identity Service:

Reference List to “Sync” to Office365

Dealing with eventual Name Collision and Creating the Global List



One Universal “Connector” For Legacy and cloud apps, SaaS and 

cloud directories



Creating a Hub for Traditional WAM and IDaaS



• Simplify the Move the O365 and Other Cloud Apps
– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities! Have a single logical place to authenticate users and 

retrieve a rationalized view of groups.

– Use the global reference image to provision to cloud applications.

• Host and Provision identity on the cloud
– Host on Azure AD

– Host on AWS:

• HDAP on AWS

• Other LDAP on AWS

• AD on AWS

• Save time by simplifying the management of users and groups
– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes to many applications.

– Move to data-driven groups and reduce static group management.

• Address custom data requirements
– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not at each application, letting them focus on the services they provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, attributes).

• Maximize your ROI for non-Cloud Apps
– Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives:

• Other applications (e.g. Cisco Unified  Communications Manager, Qumu, SiteMinder, Salesforce, SharePoint…etc.)

Conclusion


